
Learning dynami noise models fromnoisy speeh for robust speeh reognitionBrendan J. Frey1, Trausti T. Kristjansson1, Li Deng2, Alex Aero21 Probabilisti Inferene Group, University of Toronto2 Speeh Tehnology Group, Mirosoft ResearhAbstratA hallenging, unsolved problem in the speeh reognition om-munity is reognizing speeh signals that are orrupted by loud,highly nonstationary noise. One approah to noisy speeh reog-nition is to automatially remove the noise from the epstrum se-quene before feeding it in to a lean speeh reognizer. In previouswork published in Eurospeeh, we showed how a probability modeltrained on lean speeh and a separate probability model trainedon noise ould be ombined for the purpose of estimating the noise-free speeh from the noisy speeh. We showed how an iterative 2ndorder vetor Taylor series approximation ould be used for prob-abilisti inferene in this model. In many irumstanes, it is notpossible to obtain examples of noise without speeh. Noise statis-tis may hange signi�antly during an utterane, so that speeh-free frames are not suÆient for estimating the noise model. In thispaper, we show how the noise model an be learned even when thedata ontains speeh. In partiular, the noise model an be learnedfrom the test utterane and then used to denoise the test utterane.The approximate inferene tehnique is used as an approximate Estep in a generalized EM algorithm that learns the parameters ofthe noise model from a test utterane. For both Wall Street Jour-nal data with added noise samples and the Aurora benhmark, weshow that the new noise adaptive tehnique performs as well as orsigni�antly better than the non-adaptive algorithm, without theneed for a separate training set of noise examples.1 Introdution
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Two main approahes to robust speeh reognition inlude \reognizer domain ap-proahes" (Varga and Moore 1990; Gales and Young 1996), where the aoustireognition model is modi�ed or retrained to reognize noisy, distorted speeh, and\feature domain approahes" (Boll 1979; Deng et al. 2000; Attias et al. 2001; Freyet al. 2001), where the features of noisy, distorted speeh are �rst denoised and thenfed into a speeh reognition system whose aousti reognition model is trained onlean speeh.One advantage of the feature domain approah over the reognizer domain approahis that the speeh modeling part of the denoising model an have muh lower om-plexity than the full aousti reognition model. This an lead to a muh faster



overall system, sine the denoising proess uses probabilisti inferene in a muhsmaller model. Also, sine the omplexity of the denoising model is muh lowerthan the omplexity of the reognizer, the denoising model an be adapted to newenvironments more easily, or a variety of denoising models an be stored and appliedas needed.We model the log-spetra of lean speeh, noise, and hannel impulse responsefuntion using mixtures of Gaussians. (In ontrast, Attias et al. (2001) modelautoregressive oeÆients.) The relationship between these log-spetra and thelog-spetrum of the noisy speeh is nonlinear, leading to a posterior distributionover the lean speeh that is a mixture of non-Gaussian distributions. We showhow a variational tehnique that makes use of an iterative 2nd order vetor Taylorseries approximation an be used to infer the lean speeh and ompute suÆientstatistis for a generalized EM algorithm that an learn the noise model from noisyspeeh.Our method, alled ALGONQUIN, improves on previous work using the vetorTaylor series approximation (Moreno 1996) by modeling the variane of the noiseand hannel instead of using point estimates, by modeling the noise and hannel as amixture mixture model instead of a single omponent model, by iterating Laplae'smethod to trak the lean speeh instead of applying it one at the model enters,by aounting for the error in the nonlinear relationship between the log-spetra,and by learning the noise model from noisy speeh.2 ALGONQUIN's Probability ModelFor larity, we present a version of ALGONQUIN that treats frames of log-spetraindependently. The extension of the version presented here to HMM models ofspeeh, noise and hannel distortion is analogous to the extension of a mixture ofGaussians to an HMM with Gaussian outputs.Following (Moreno 1996), we derive an approximate relationship between the logspetra of the lean speeh, noise, hannel and noisy speeh. Assuming additivenoise and linear hannel distortion, the windowed FFT Y (f) for a partiular frame(25 ms duration, spaed at 10 ms intervals) of noisy speeh is related to the FFTsof the hannel H(f), lean speeh S(f) and additive noise N(f) byY (f) = H(f)S(f) +N(f): (1)We use a mel-frequeny sale, in whih ase this relationship is only approximate.However, it is quite aurate if the hannel frequeny response is roughly onstantaross eah mel-frequeny �lter band.For brevity, we will assume H(f) = 1 in the remainder of this paper. Assumingthere is no hannel distortion simpli�es the desription of the algorithm. To seehow hannel distortion an be aounted for in a nonadaptive way, see (Frey et al.2001). The tehnique desribed in this paper for adapting the noise model an beextended to adapting the hannel model.Assuming H(f) = 1, the energy spetrum is obtained as follows:jY (f)j2 = Y (f)�Y (f) = S(f)�S(f) +N(f)�N(f) + 2Re(N(f)�S(f))= jS(f)j2 + jN(f)j2 + 2Re(N(f)�S(f));where \�" denotes omplex onjugate. If the phase of the noise and the speeh areunorrelated, the last term in the above expression is small and we an approximatethe energy spetrum as follows:jY (f)j2 � jS(f)j2 + jN(f)j2: (2)



Although we ould model these spetra diretly, they are onstrained to be non-negative. To make density modeling easier, we model the log-spetrum instead. Anadditional bene�t to this approah is that hannel distortion is an additive e�et inthe log-spetrum domain.Letting y be the vetor ontaining the log-spetrum log jY (:)j2, and similarly for sand n, we an rewrite (2) asexp(y) � exp(s) + exp(n) = exp(s) Æ (1+ exp(n� s));where the exp() funtion operates in an element-wise fashion on its vetor argumentand the \Æ" symbol indiates element-wise produt.Taking the logarithm, we obtain a funtion g() that is an approximate mapping ofs and n to y (see (Moreno 1996) for more details):y � g�hsni� = s+ ln(1+ exp(n� s)): (3)\T" indiates matrix transpose and ln() and exp() operate on the individual elementsof their vetor arguments.Assuming the errors in the above approximation are Gaussian, the observationlikelihood is p(yjs;n) = N (y;g�hsni�;	); (4)where 	 is the diagonal ovariane matrix of the errors. A more preise approxi-mation to the observation likelihood an be obtained by writing 	 as a funtion ofs and n, but we assume 	 is onstant for larity.Using a prior p(s;n), the goal of denoising is to infer the log-spetrum of the leanspeeh s, given the log-spetrum of the noisy speeh y. The minimum squared errorestimate of s is ŝ = Rs sp(sjy), where p(sjy) / Rn p(yjs;n)p(s;n). This inferene ismade diÆult by the fat that the nonlinearity g([s n℄T) in (4) makes the posteriornon-Gaussian even if the prior is Gaussian. In the next setion, we show how an it-erative variational method that uses a 2nd order vetor Taylor series approximationan be used for approximate inferene and learning.We assume that a priori the speeh and noise are independent | p(s;n) = p(s)p(n)| and we model eah using a separate mixture of Gaussians. s = 1; : : : ; Ns is thelass index for the lean speeh and n = 1; : : : ; Nn is the lass index for the noise.The mixing proportions and Gaussian omponents are parameterized as follows:p(s) =Xs p(s)p(sjs); p(s) = �ss ; p(sjs) = N (s;�ss ;�ss);p(n) =Xn p(n)p(njn); p(n) = �nn ; p(njn) = N (n;�nn ;�nn): (5)We assume the ovariane matries �ss and �nn are diagonal.Combining (4) and (5), the joint distribution over the noisy speeh, lean speehlass, lean speeh vetor, noise lass and noise vetor isp(y; s; s;n; n) = N (y;g�hsni�;	)�ssN (s;�ss ;�ss)�nnN (n;�nn ;�nn): (6)Under this joint distribution, the posterior p(s;njy) is a mixture of non-Gaussiandistributions. In fat, for a given speeh lass and noise lass, the posteriorp(s;njs; n;y) may have multiple modes. So, exat omputation of ŝ is intratableand we use an approximation.



3 Approximating the PosteriorFor the urrent frame of noisy speeh y, ALGONQUIN approximates the posteriorusing a simpler, parameterized distribution, q:p(s; s;n; njy) � q(s; s;n; n):The \variational parameters" of q are adjusted to make this approximation aurate,and then q is used as a surrogate for the true posterior when omputing ŝ andlearning the noise model (.f. (Jordan et al. 1998)).For eah s and n, we approximate p(s;njs; n;y) by a Gaussian,q(s;njs; n) = N��sn� ; ��ssn�nsn� ; ��sssn�snsn�sssn�nnsn��; (7)where �ssn and �nsn are the approximate posterior means of the speeh and noisefor lasses s and n, and �sssn , �nnsn and �snsn speify the ovariane matrix forthe speeh and noise for lasses s and n. Sine rows of vetors in (3) do not interatand sine the likelihood ovariane matrix 	 and the prior ovariane matries �ssand �nn are diagonal, the matries �sssn , �nnsn and �snsn are diagonal.The posterior mixing proportions for lasses s and n are q(s; n) = �sn . Theapproximate posterior is given by q(s;n; s; n) = q(s;njs; n)q(s; n).The goal of variational inferene is to minimize the relative entropy (Kullbak-Leibler divergene) between q and p:K =Xs Xn Zs Zn q(s;n; s; n) ln q(s;n; s; n)p(s; s;n; njy) :This is a partiularly good hoie for a ost funtion, beause, sine ln p(y) doesn'tdepend on the variational parameters, minimizing K is equivalent to maximizingF = ln p(y) �K =Xs Xn Zs Zn q(s;n; s; n) ln p(s; s;n; n;y)q(s;n; s; n) ;whih is a lower bound on the log-probability of the data. So, variational inferenean be used as a generalized E step (Neal and Hinton 1998) in an algorithm thatalternatively maximizes a lower bound on ln p(y) with respet to the variationalparameters and the noise model parameters, as desribed in the next setion.Variational inferene begins by optimizing the means and varianes in (7) for eahs and n. Initially, we set the posterior means and varianes to the prior meansand varianes. F does not have a simple form in these variational parameters.So, at eah iteration, we make a 2nd order vetor Taylor series approximation ofthe likelihood, entered at the urrent variational parameters, and maximize theresulting approximation to F . The updates are��sssn�snsn�sssn�nnsn� ���ss 00 �nn��1 + g0���ssn�nsn��T	�1g0���ssn�nsn����1; and��ssn�nsn� ��ssn�nsn�+��sssn�snsn�sssn�nnsn����ss 00 �nn��1��ss� �ssn�nn� �nsn�+ g0���ssn�nsn��T	�1�y�g���ssn�nsn����;where g0() is a matrix of derivatives whose rows orrespond to the noisy speeh yand whose olumns orrespond to the lean speeh and noise [s n℄.



The inverse posterior ovariane matrix is the sum of the inverse prior ovarianematrix and the inverse likelihood ovariane matrix, modi�ed by the Jaobian g0()for the mapping from s and n to yThe posterior means are moved towards the prior means and toward values thatmath the observation y. These two e�ets are weighted by the inverse prior o-variane matrix and the inverse likelihood ovariane matrix.After iterating the above updates (in our experiments, 3 to 5 times) for eah s andn, the posterior mixing proportions that maximize F are omputed:�sn = ��ss�nn exp��12 ln j�ss j� 12 ln j�nn j+ 12 ln �����sssn�snsn�sssn�nnsn�����12�y�g���ssn�nsn���T	�1�y�g���ssn�nsn���� 12tr�g���ssn�nsn��T	�1g���ssn�nsn����sssn�snsn�sssn�nnsn���12(�ssn��ss)T�ss�1(�ssn��ss)� 12tr(�ss�1�sssn)�12(�nsn��nn)T�nn�1(�nsn��nn)� 12tr(�nn�1�nnsn)�;where � is a normalizing onstant that is omputed so that Psn �sn = 1. Theminimum squared error estimate of the lean speeh, ŝ, isŝ = Xsn �sn�ssn :We apply this algorithm on a frame-by-frame basis, until all frames in the testutterane have been denoised.4 SpeedSine elements of s, n and y that are in di�erent rows do not interat in (3), theabove matrix algebra redues to eÆient salar algebra. For 256 speeh omponents,4 noise omponents and 3 iterations of inferene, our unoptimized C ode takes 60ms to denoise eah frame. We are on�dent that this time an be redued by anorder of magnitude using standard implementation triks.5 Adapting the Noise Model Using Noisy SpeehThe version of ALGONQUIN desribed above requires that a mixture model of thenoise be trained on noise samples, before the log-spetrum of the noisy speeh anbe denoised. Here, we desribe how the iterative inferene tehnique an be used asthe E step in a generalized EM algorithm for learning the noise model from noisyspeeh.For a set of frames y(1); : : : ;y(T ) in a noisy test utterane, we onstrut a totalbound F =Xt F (t) �Xt ln p(y(t)):The generalized EM algorithm alternates between updating one set of variationalparameters �(t)sn , �n(t)sn , et. for eah frame t = 1; : : : ; T , and maximizing F withrespet to the noise model parameters �nn , �nn and �nn . Sine F �Pt ln p(y(t)),this proedure maximizes a lower bound on the log-probability of the data. The useof the vetor Taylor series approximations leads to an algorithm that maximizes anapproximation to a lower bound on the log-probability of the data.



Restaurant Street Airport Station Average20 dB 2.12 2.96 1.82 1.73 2.1615 dB 3.87 4.78 2.27 3.24 3.5410 dB 9.18 10.73 5.49 6.48 7.975 dB 20.51 13.52 14.97 15.18 18.540 dB 47.04 45.68 36.00 37.24 41.49-5dB 78.69 72.34 69.04 67.26 71.83Average 16.54 17.53 12.11 12.77 14.74Table 1: Word error rates (in perent) on set B of the Aurora test set, for theadaptive version of ALGONQUIN with 4 noise omponentsset.Setting the derivatives of F with respet to the noise model parameters to zero, weobtain the following M step updates:�nn  1T Xt Xs �(t)sn ;�nn  �Xt Xs �(t)sn�nsn(t)�=�Xt Xs �(t)sn�;�nn  �Xt Xs �(t)sn��nnsn(t)+diag�(�nsn(t)��nn)(�nsn(t)��nn)T���=�Xt Xs �(t)sn�:The variational parameters an be updated multiple times before updating themodel parameters, or the variational parameters an updated only one before up-dating the model parameters. The latter approah may onverge more quikly insome situations.6 Experimental ResultsAfter training a 256-omponent speeh model on lean speeh, we used theadaptive version of ALGONQUIN to denoise noisy test utteranes on twotasks: the publially available Aurora limited voabulary speeh reognition task(http://www.etsi.org/tehnialativ/dsr.htm); the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) largevoabulary speeh reognition task, with Mirosoft's Whisper speeh reognitionsystem.We obtained results on all 48 test sets from partitions A and B of the Auroradatabase. Eah set ontains 24,000 sentenes that have been orrupted from one of4 di�erent noise types and one of 6 di�erent signal to noise ratios. Table 1 givesthe error rates for the adaptive version of ALGONQUIN, with 4 noise omponents.These error rates are superior to error rates obtained by our spetral subtrationtehnique for (Deng et al. 2000), and highly ompetitive with other results on theAurora task.Table 2 ompares the performanes of the adaptive version of ALGONQUIN andthe non-adaptive version. For the non-adaptive version, 20 non-speeh frames areused to estimate the noise model. For the adaptive version, the parameters areinitialized using 20 non-speeh frames and then 3 iterations of generalized EM areused to learn the noise model. The average error rate over all noise types andSNRs for set B of Aurora drops from 17.65% to 15.19% when the noise adaptivealgorithm is used to update the noise model. This is a relative gain of 13.94%.When 4 omponents are used there is a further gain of 2.5%.The Wall Street Journal test set onsists of 167 sentenes spoken by female speak-ers. The Mirosoft Whisper reognizer with a 5,000 word voabulary was used toreognize these sentenes. Table 2 shows that the adaptive version of algonquin



WER WER Redution WER Redution20 frames 1 omp in WER 4 omps in WERAurora, Set A 18.10% 15.91% 12.10% 15.62% 13.70%Aurora, Set B 17.65% 15.19% 13.94% 14.74% 16.49%WSJ, XD14, 10dB 30.00% 21.8% 27.33% 21.50% 28.33%WSJ, XD10, 10dB 21.80% 20.6% 5.50% 20.6% 5.50 %Table 2: Word error rates (WER) and perentage redution in WER for the Auroratest data and the Wall Street Journal test data, without saling.performs better than the non-adaptive version, espeially on noise type \XD14",whih onsists of the highly-nonstationary sound of a jet engine shutting down. Fornoise type \XD10", whih is stationary noise, we observe a gain, but we do not seeany further gain for multiple noise omponents.7 ConlusionsA far as variational methods go, ALGONQUIN is a fast tehnique for denoising log-spetrum or epstrum speeh feature vetors. ALGONQUIN improves on previouswork using the vetor Taylor series approximation, by using multiple omponentspeeh and noise models, and it uses an iterative variational method to produeaurate posterior distributions for speeh and noise. By employing a generalizedEM method, ALGONQUIN an estimate a noise model from noisy speeh data.Our results show that the noise adaptive ALGONQUIN algorithm an obtain bet-ter results than the non-adaptive version. This is espeially important for non-stationary noise, where the non-adaptive algorithm relies on an estimate of thenoise based on a subset of the frames, but the adaptive algorithm uses all theframes of the utterane, even those that ontain speeh.A di�erent approah to denoising speeh features is to learn time-domain models.Attias et al. (2001) report results on a non-adaptive time-domain tehnique. Ourresults annot be diretly ompared with theirs, sine our results are for unsaleddata. Eventually, the two approahes should be thoroughly ompared.ReferenesAttias, H., Platt, J. C., Aero, A., and Deng, L. 2001. Speeh denoising and derever-beration using probabilisti models. In Advanes in Neural Information ProessingSystems 13. MIT Press, Cambridge MA.Boll, S. 1979. Suppression of aousti noise in speeh using spetral subtration. IEEETransations on Aoustis, Speeh and Signal Proessing, 27:114{120.Deng, L., Aero, A., Plumpe, M., and Huang, X. D. 2000. Large-voabulary speehreognition under adverse aousti environments. In Proeedings of the InternationalConferene on Spoken Language Proessing, pages 806{809.Frey, B. J., Deng, L., Aero, A., and Kristjansson, T. 2001. ALGONQUIN: IteratingLaplae's method to remove multiple types of aousti distortion for robust speehreognition. In Proeedings of Eurospeeh 2001.Gales, M. J. F. and Young, S. J. 1996. Robust ontinuous speeh reognition using parallelmodel ombination. IEEE Speeh and Audio Proessing, 4(5):352{359.Jordan, M. I., Ghahramani, Z., Jaakkola, T. S., and Saul, L. K. 1998. An introdutionto variational methods for graphial models. In Jordan, M. I., editor, Learning inGraphial Models. Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Norwell MA.Moreno, P. 1996. Speeh Reognition in Noisy Environments. Carnegie Mellon University,Pittsburgh PA. Dotoral dissertation.Neal, R. M. and Hinton, G. E. 1998. A view of the EM algorithm that justi�es inremental,sparse, and other variants. In Jordan, M. I., editor, Learning in Graphial Models,pages 355{368. Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Norwell MA.Varga, A. P. and Moore, R. K. 1990. Hidden Markov model deomposition of speeh andnoise. In Proeedings of the International Conferene on Aoustis, Speeh and SignalProessing, pages 845{848. IEEE Press.


